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Abstract
We propose a modular approach to de¯ning notions of simulation, and modal logics
which characterise them. We use coalgebras to model state-based systems, relators to
de¯ne notions of simulation for such systems, and inductive techniques to de¯ne the
syntax and semantics of modal logics for coalgebras. We show that the expressiveness
of an inductively-de¯ned logic for coalgebras w.r.t. a notion of simulation follows
from an expressivity condition involving one step in the de¯nition of the logic, and
the relator inducing that notion of simulation. Moreover, we show that notions
of simulation and associated characterising logics for increasingly complex system
types can be derived by lifting the operations used to combine system types, to a
relational level as well as to a logical level. We use these results to obtain Baltag's
logic for coalgebraic simulation, as well as notions of simulation and associated logics
for a large class of non-deterministic and probabilistic systems.
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1 Introduction
Simulations have long been used in the semantics of computational systems,
to formalise re¯nement relationships between such systems. The choice of
a notion of simulation depends on which aspects of the system behaviour
are of interest in a particular context. For example, in the semantics of non-
deterministic, sequential processes, notions such as standard, complete or ready
simulation are used to compare the ability/inability of processes to perform
certain/any computations (see [29] for an overview). Similarly, in the seman-
tics of probabilistic processes, various notions of probabilistic simulation are
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tain outcomes as a result of computations (see [9,18]). In each of these cases,
logical characterisations of simulation, using various modal logics, have also
been proposed (again, see [29,9,18]). Such logics o®er useful insights into the
kinds of properties which are preserved by particular notions of simulation,
and at the same time provide a basis for more expressive temporal logics used
in formal veri¯cation [24,10,19,12].
What is missing from existing approaches are compositional techniques for
deriving notions of simulation, and logics which characterise them, for a large
class of system types. The system types of interest are often combinations
of simple system types { this is, for instance, the case for the probabilistic
automata of [27,26] (see also [18]), or for the alternating probabilistic systems
of [11], where a combination of non-deterministic and probabilistic features is
present. In such cases, the task of de¯ning suitable notions of simulation, and
logics which characterise them, becomes increasingly challenging. A framework
which allows the automatic derivation of such de¯nitions, together with proofs
of expressiveness, would therefore prove valuable in the treatment of complex
system types. The present paper develops such a framework, using coalgebras
as a general setting.
Coalgebras have, in recent years, been shown to provide suitable abstract mod-
els for a large class of state-based systems, which includes non-deterministic
systems, probabilistic systems, and various kinds of automata [25]. The em-
phasis in such modelling is on the observations which can be performed on a
system in one step. The coalgebraic notion of bisimulation then formalises the
indistinguishability of system states by experiments involving a series of one-
step observations. Notions of simulation between systems modelled as coalge-
bras have also been studied, initially as a tool for proving re¯nements between
recursively-de¯ned programs [28,14], and later with the aim to provide a coal-
gebraic theory of simulations [1,17]. Logics which characterise simulation have
been proposed in [1], generalising earlier work on logics which characterise
bisimulation [22]. Additional properties of coalgebraic simulations, including
their relationship to ¯nal coalgebras, were subsequently studied in [17].
This paper further develops the coalgebraic theory of simulations, by provid-
ing a modular approach to de¯ning notions of simulation and modal logics
which characterise them. This approach lifts the operations used to combine
coalgebraic types to a relational level as well as to a logical level, thereby
allowing notions of simulation and characterising logics for combinations of
coalgebraic types to be derived from notions of simulation and characterising
logics for the types being combined. The structure of coalgebraic types is thus
re°ected both in the notions of simulation de¯ned, and in the modal operators
employed by the corresponding logics.
2A similar approach to de¯ning logics for coalgebras was taken in [5] (see also
[4]), where logics capturing bisimulation were investigated from a composi-
tional perspective. Speci¯cally, it was shown in loc. cit. that the expressiveness
w.r.t. bisimulation of an inductively-de¯ned logic for coalgebras follows from
an expressivity condition involving one step in the de¯nition of the logic. In
the case of logics capturing simulation, the situation is more complex, since,
unlike bisimulation, simulation is not uniquely determined by the underlying
coalgebraic type. Thus, in order to derive characterising logics for simulation,
these logics must be tailored to particular notions of simulation, and the ex-
pressivity condition of [5] has to be generalised accordingly. Also, a method
for deriving notions of simulation for combinations of coalgebraic types from
notions of simulation for the types being combined needs to be developed.
The structure of the paper is as follows.
Section 2 contains some prerequisites for subsequent sections, including ba-
sic facts about relations, coalgebras, and coalgebraic simulation.
Section 3 provides an alternative characterisation of monotonic relators (the
concept underlying the de¯nition of coalgebraic simulation [28]), and uses
it to obtain a coalgebraic characterisation of simulation on unlabelled prob-
abilistic transition systems.
Section 4 develops a modular approach for de¯ning simulation relations be-
tween coalgebras. Various operations on coalgebraic types, including functor
composition, product, coproduct and exponentiation are shown to induce
corresponding operations on monotonic relators, thereby yielding notions of
simulation for increasingly complex coalgebraic types. The notions of stan-
dard/ready simulation on labelled transition systems [29], simulation on
probabilistic transition systems [9], and strong simulation on probabilistic
automata [27] are all shown to arise in this way.
Section 5 discusses an inductive method for de¯ning logics which charac-
terise simulation, much in the spirit of [5]. Language constructors and as-
sociated semantics are used to capture one step in the de¯nition of a logic
for coalgebras. Moreover, an expressivity condition involving (a) a language
constructor and an associated semantics, and (b) a monotonic relator, is
used to ensure the expressiveness of the induced logic w.r.t. the induced
notion of simulation. This method can be applied to derive Baltag's logic
for coalgebraic simulation [1], as well as a logic capturing simulation on
unlabelled probabilistic transition systems.
Section 6 develops a modular approach to de¯ning expressive logics for simu-
lation. The previously-considered operations on coalgebraic types are shown
to induce corresponding operations on language constructors and their as-
sociated semantics, with the above-mentioned expressivity condition being
3preserved by these operations. This allows the modular derivation of log-
ics which characterise standard/ready simulation on labelled transition sys-
tems, simulation on probabilistic transition systems, and strong (probabilis-
tic) simulation on probabilistic automata. The resulting logics are similar
(as regards their syntax, semantics and expressiveness) to the logics known
to characterise these notions of simulation (as described e.g. in [29,9,18]).
Section 7 concludes with a summary of the results obtained.
This paper is an extended version of [6]. It di®ers from [6] in the treatment of
language constructors and their associated semantics: these were regarded as
a single concept in loc. cit., but are here separated to allow for a clearer dis-
tinction between syntax and semantics. (This alternative formulation was ¯rst
proposed in [7].) Compared to [6], the present paper also provides additional
examples, including a more comprehensive treatment of notions of simulation
for labelled transition systems, and a treatment of notions of simulation for
probabilistic automata.
2 Preliminaries
Here we ¯x the notation for subsequent sections, recall some basic facts about
relations and coalgebras, and summarise the coalgebraic approach to de¯ning
simulation.
2.1 Relations
We let Set denote the category of sets and functions, and write X1 £ X2
(X1 + X2) for the cartesian product (disjoint union) of X1 and X2, and ¼i :
X1£X2 ! Xi (¶i : Xi ! X1+X2), with i = 1;2, for the canonical projections
(injections). We also let 1 = f¤g denote a one-element set (¯nal object in Set).
Finally, we write XA for the set of functions A ! X.
We let Rel denote the category having, as objects, binary relations R µ A£B,
and as arrows from R µ A £ B to S µ C £ D, pairs of functions (f;g) with
f : A ! C and g : B ! D being such that (f £g)(R) µ S. We note that this
is not the only way of de¯ning a category of relations between sets. Another
possibility is to consider the category having sets as objects, and relations
R µ A £ B as arrows from A to B. This is, for instance, the approach taken
in [1]. Our de¯nition of Rel follows [17].
Given a relation R µ A £ B, we write ¼R
1 and ¼R
2 for ¼1 ± ¶ : R ! A and
¼2 ± ¶ : R ! B, respectively, where ¶ : R ,! A £ B is the inclusion map. Also,
4we write R
op for the converse of a relation R, and Grf µ A£B for the relation
de¯ning the graph of a function f : A ! B. The composition of two relations
R µ A £ B and S µ B £ C is denoted S ± R µ A £ C.
If U : Rel ! Set£Set denotes the functor taking relations to their underlying
sets, then U de¯nes a ¯bration (see [3,15] for a de¯nition of ¯brations). For,
given functions f : A ! C, g : B ! D and a relation S µ C £D, letting aRb
i® f(a)S g(b) makes (f;g) : (R µ A £ B) ! (S µ C £ D) a cartesian map.
(Equivalently, R can be de¯ned as Gr(g)
op ± S ± Gr(f).) The cartesian maps
of U are thus the relation-re°ecting maps. We also note that our particular
de¯nition of Rel results in the uniqueness of cartesian maps over (f;g) : A £
B ! C£D with codomain S µ C£D, for any such (f;g) and S. Consequently,
there is only one reindexing functor (see [15] for a de¯nition), denoted (f;g)¤,
for each (f;g) : A £ B ! C £ D, and only one cleavage (again, see [15] for a
de¯nition) for the ¯bration U.
We now let Preord denote the category of preorders and monotonic maps.
Then, Preord is (isomorphic to) a sub-category of Rel. Moreover, if V : Preord !
Set takes preorders to their underlying sets, then V also de¯nes a ¯bration.
The cartesian maps of V are the (pre)order-re°ecting maps. The following also
holds:
Proposition 1 Rel and Preord are complete categories.
Limits in Rel and Preord are constructed from limits in Set and limits in certain
¯bres of U and V, respectively.
2.2 Coalgebras
The coalgebraic approach to modelling systems involves the use of an end-
ofunctor to specify the type of information which can be observed about a
system in one step. Particular models of the system are then formalised as
coalgebras.
De¯nition 2 (Coalgebra, coalgebra morphism) Let T : C ! C be an
endofunctor. A T-coalgebra is a pair (C;°) with C a C-object (the carrier of
the coalgebra) and ° : C ! TC a C-arrow (the coalgebra map). Also, a T-
coalgebra morphism from (C;°) to (D;±) is a C-arrow f : C ! D such that
Tf ± ° = ± ± f. The category of T-coalgebras and T-coalgebra morphisms is
denoted Coalg(T).
In what follows, we will consider (coalgebras of) endofunctors on the categories
Set, Rel and Preord. Coalgebras over Set will be used to model state-based sys-
tems, whereas coalgebras over Rel and Preord will be used to de¯ne simulation
5relations between systems modelled in this way.
For convenience, we will restrict attention to standard (that is, inclusion pre-
serving) endofunctors on Set. A similar assumption is made in [28] when de¯n-
ing simulation relations. The results in this paper could also be formulated
for arbitrary endofunctors on Set, but this would involve de¯ning relations
as monomorphic spans, which, in turn, would complicate our exposition. The
assumption regarding standard endofunctors will be implicit in all the endo-
functors T : Set ! Set considered in this paper, and true of all concrete such
endofunctors.
Example 3 Let A be a set, and let P! : Set ! Set denote the ¯nite powerset
functor, taking a set to the set of its ¯nite subsets. Then, any (P!)A-coalgebra
(S;°) de¯nes an (image-¯nite) A-labelled transition system, with set of states
S and transition relation given by s a //t i® t 2 °(s)(a), for s;t 2 S and a 2 A.
Moreover, any image-¯nite, A-labelled transition system can be modelled in
this way.
Example 4 Image-¯nite, A-labelled probabilistic transition systems 1 can be
modelled as coalgebras of the functor (1+D!)A : Set ! Set, where D! : Set !
Set is the ¯nite probability distribution functor, de¯ned by:
D!X = f¹ : X ! [0;1] j supp(¹) ¯nite ;
X
x2X
¹(x) = 1g for X 2 jSetj
with supp(¹) = fx 2 X j ¹(x) 6= 0g, for ¹ : X ! [0;1], and:
(D!f)(¹)(y) = ¹[f
¡1(fyg)] for f : X ! Y ; ¹ 2 D!X ; and y 2 Y
with ¹[Z] =
P
x2Z
¹(x), for ¹ : X ! [0;1] and Z µ X.
The coalgebraic approach to modelling systems provides a canonical notion of
observational equivalence between system states, in the form of bisimilarity.
De¯nition 5 (Bisimulation, bisimilarity) Let T : Set ! Set be an end-
ofunctor. A T-bisimulation between T-coalgebras (C;°) and (D;±) is a re-
lation R µ C £ D carrying a T-coalgebra structure ½ : R ! TR which
makes ¼R
1 : R ! C and ¼R
2 : R ! D T-coalgebra morphisms. The largest
T-bisimulation between (C;°) and (D;±), given by the union of all bisimula-
tions between (C;°) and (D;±), is called T-bisimilarity and is denoted '.
Example 6 (P!)A-bisimulation coincides with Park-Milner bisimulation, as
de¯ned in [23,21].
1 These are similar to transition systems, except that transitions also carry proba-
bility values p 2 [0;1], with
P
s
a;p //t
p 2 f0;1g for each s 2 S and a 2 A.
6Example 7 A notion of bisimulation equivalence for probabilistic transition
systems was de¯ned in [20]. Moreover, it was shown in [8] that this notion is
essentially the same as (1+D!)A-bisimulation. The following characterisation
of 1+D!-bisimulation was also given in [8]: a relation R µ C£D is a 1+D!-
bisimulation between (C;°) and (D;±) i® cRd implies °(c)[X] = ±(d)[Y ] 2 for
any X µ C and Y µ D such that (¼R
1 )¡1(X) = (¼R
2 )¡1(Y ).
Of particular interest in the coalgebraic modelling of systems are ¯nal T-
coalgebras, that is, ¯nal objects in the category Coalg(T). The elements of a
¯nal T-coalgebra provide abstract descriptions of all observable behaviours
w.r.t. T. A general method for constructing the ¯nal coalgebra of an endo-
functor is via its ¯nal sequence.
De¯nition 8 (Final sequence) For an endofunctor T : C ! C on a com-
plete category, the ¯nal sequence of T is an ordinal-indexed sequence (Z®) of
C-objects, together with a family (p®
¯ : Z® ! Z¯)¯·® of C-arrows, subject to
the following conditions:
² Z0 = 1,
² p®
0 : Z® ! 1 is the unique such map,
² Z®+1 = TZ®,
² p
®+1
¯+1 = Tp®
¯ for ¯ · ®,
² p®
® = 1Z®,
² p®
° = p¯
° ± p®
¯ for ° · ¯ · ®,
² if ® is a limit ordinal, the cone Z®;(p®
¯)¯<® for (p¯
°)°·¯<® is limiting.
The ¯nal sequence of T is uniquely de¯ned by these conditions.
For an ordinal ®, the ®-element of the ¯nal sequence of T describes the abstract
T-behaviours observable in ® steps. Elements of arbitrary T-coalgebras can
be mapped to such partial observable behaviours by using ® unfoldings of the
coalgebra structure, as illustrated next.
Remark 9 Given a T-coalgebra (C;°), one can de¯ne a cone (°® : C ! Z®)
over the ¯nal sequence of T as follows:
² °0 : C ! 1 is the unique such map;
² °® = T°¯ ± °, if ® = ¯ + 1;
² °® is the unique C-arrow satisfying p®
¯ ± °® = °¯ for each ¯ < ®, if ® is a
limit ordinal.
Moreover, T-coalgebra morphisms f : (C;°) ! (D;±) de¯ne morphisms of
cones f : (°® : C ! Z®) ! (±® : D ! Z®); that is, ±® ± f = °® for any ®.
2 By convention, °(c)[X] = 0 if °(c) 2 ¶1(1).
7Under some mild constraints on C and T, the ¯nal sequence of T stabilises,
yielding a ¯nal T-coalgebra.
Proposition 10 ([31]) If T : C ! C is an accessible endofunctor 3 on a lo-
cally presentable category 4 , and if T preserves monics, then the ¯nal sequence
of T stabilises at some ® (that is, p®+1
® : Z®+1 ! Z® is an isomorphism), and
moreover, Z® is the carrier of a ¯nal T-coalgebra.
In the case of !-accessible endofunctors on Set, the cardinal ® of Proposition 10
does not exceed ! + !.
Proposition 11 ([31]) If T : Set ! Set is !-accessible, the map p!+!+1
!+! :
Z!+!+1 ! Z!+! is an isomorphism, whereas the maps p!+n+1
!+n : Z!+n+1 !
Z!+n with n = 0;1;::: are all injective.
2.3 Simulations
Notions of simulation between coalgebras have been studied in [28,14,1,17]. A
summary of these approaches is given in the following. To this end, we ¯x an
endofunctor T : Set ! Set.
The concept which lies at the heart of de¯ning coalgebraic simulation is that
of a relator. A (T-)relator [28] is a mapping from relations to relations, taking
relations on A £ B to relations on TA £ TB. A monotonic (T-)relator [28] is
required to satisfy some additional constraints, including preservation of in-
clusions between relations with the same carrier, and preservation of relational
composition. These constraints result in the following equivalent de¯nition of
monotonic relators:
De¯nition 12 (Monotonic relator) Let T : Set ! Set. A monotonic T-
relator is an endofunctor ¡ : Rel ! Rel additionally satisfying:
(i) U ± ¡ = (T £ T) ± U;
(ii) =TA µ ¡(=A);
(iii) ¡(S ± R) = ¡(S) ± ¡(R) for any R µ A £ B and S µ B £ C.
For any T-relator ¡ : Rel ! Rel, the transposed relator ¡» : Rel ! Rel takes a
relation R µ A £ B to the relation (¡(Rop))op µ TA £ TB.
Any monotonic T-relator induces a notion of simulation between T-coalgebras.
The following is a reformulation of the de¯nition of simulation given in [28]
3 Given a regular cardinal ·, an endofunctor is ·-accessible if it preserves ·-¯ltered
colimits.
4 Each of the categories Set, Rel and Preord are locally !-presentable.
8(see also [17]).
De¯nition 13 (Simulation, similarity) Let ¡ : Rel ! Rel be a mono-
tonic T-relator. A ¡-simulation between T-coalgebras (C;°) and (D;±) is a
¡-coalgebra of the form (R;(°;±)). The largest ¡-simulation between (C;°)
and (D;±) is called ¡-similarity and is denoted &. If c 2 C, d 2 D are such
that c & d, we say that c simulates d.
A ¡-simulation between (C;°) and (D;±) is thus given by a relation R µ C£D
such that cRd implies °(c) ¡(R) ±(d) for any c 2 C and d 2 D.
A generic example of a relator is the minimal relator induced by T [28], denoted
¡T : Rel ! Rel, and de¯ned by:
¡T(R) = hT¼
R
1 ;T¼
R
2 i(TR) µ TA £ TB for R µ A £ B
We note in passing that the minimal relator induced by an endofunctor cor-
responds to the notion of relation lifting of an endofunctor [13,16], used in
de¯ning coalgebraic bisimulation for so-called polynomial endofunctors.
The minimal relator induced by T is monotonic if and only if T preserves
weak pullbacks. This observation is an immediate consequence of the results
in [28, Section 2.2]. Irrespective of the preservation of weak pullbacks by T, the
minimal relator ¡T is contained in any monotonic relator ¡; that is, ¡T(R) µ
¡(R) for any relation R. Moreover, any monotonic relator ¡ can be de¯ned in
terms of its action on equality relations and of ¡T:
¡(R) = ¡(=B) ± ¡T(R) ± ¡(=A) for any R µ A £ B (1)
(See e.g. [28, Theorem 2.1.4] for a proof.)
The notion of simulation induced by the minimal T-relator coincides with
T-bisimulation.
Proposition 14 Let T : Set ! Set be a weak pullback preserving endofunctor.
Then, the ¡T-simulations are exactly the T-bisimulations.
PROOF (Sketch). Let (C;°) and (D;±) be T-coalgebras, and let R µ C£D.
The existence of a T-coalgebra ½ : R ! TR making the projections ¼R
1 : R !
C and ¼R
2 : R ! D T-coalgebra morphisms is equivalent to R µ C £D being
such that °(c) hT¼R
1 ;T¼R
2 i(TR) ±(d) whenever cRd, for c 2 C and d 2 D.
Also, since ¡T(R) µ ¡(R) for any relation R, any T-bisimulation (or equiva-
lently, ¡T-simulation) is also a ¡-simulation, for any monotonic relator ¡.
9Example 15 The minimal P!-relator ¡P! : Rel ! Rel takes a relation R µ
A £ B to the relation ¡P!(R) µ P!A £ P!B de¯ned by:
X ¡P!(R)Y i® (8x 2 X :9y 2 Y :xRy and 8y 2 Y :9x 2 X :xRy)
for X 2 P!A and Y 2 P!B. Another P!-relator ¡¶ : Rel ! Rel can be de¯ned
by:
X ¡¶(R)Y i® 8y 2 Y :9x 2 X :xRy
Both ¡P! and ¡¶ are monotonic relators. Moreover, ¡¶(R) =¶B ±¡P!(R)± ¶A,
where ¶A and ¶B are the containment relations on P!A and P!B, respec-
tively. Finally, the transposed relator ¡µ = (¡¶)» is given by:
X ¡µ(R)Y i® 8x 2 X :9y 2 Y :xRy
By Proposition 14, ¡P!-simulations are the same as P!-bisimulations. Also,
a relation R µ C £ D is a ¡¶-simulation between P!-coalgebras (C;°) and
(D;±) if, whenever cRd and d0 2 ±(d), there exists c0 2 °(c) such that c0 Rd0.
It is shown in [28] that monotonic relators are in one-to-one correspondence
with so-called monotonic extensions of T.
De¯nition 16 (Extension) Let T : Set ! Set. An extension of T is a func-
tor w: Set ! Preord such that:
(i) V±w= T;
(ii) if A µ B then u wA v i® u wB v; for any u;v 2 TA 5 .
Any extension of T induces a T-relator ¡w : Rel ! Rel, de¯ned by:
¡w(R) =wB ±¡T(R)± wA for R µ A £ B
(Functoriality of ¡w follows from the functoriality of w and ¡T.)
De¯nition 17 (Monotonic extension) An extension w of T is monotonic
if the following holds for any f : A ! C, g : B ! C, u 2 TA and v 2 TB:
(Tf)(u) wC (Tg)(v) ) u(¡wf(a;b) 2 A £ B j f(a) = g(b)g)v
Remark 18 By the functoriality of ¡w, the converse implication in De¯ni-
tion 17 always holds.
The above de¯nition ensures that monotonic extensions induce monotonic
relators, and moreover, that any monotonic relator ¡ arises from a unique
monotonic extension w¡, de¯ned by:
w¡;A = ¡(=A) for A 2 jSetj (2)
5 The assumption that T is standard gives TA µ TB whenever A µ B.
10Finally, we note that any monotonic relator ¡ restricts to an endofunctor on
Preord (itself denoted ¡). (See [28, Theorem 2.2.4] for a proof.)
Example 19 The functor ¶: Set ! Preord taking a set A to the containment
relation ¶A on P!A de¯nes a monotonic extension of P!. The corresponding
monotonic relator is ¡¶, as de¯ned in Example 15.
A notion of weak monotonic relator was de¯ned in [1], based on ideas from
[28]. This notion is similar to that of a monotonic relator, only in [1] a dif-
ferent category of relations, having sets as objects and relations as arrows, is
considered. In this setting, the notion of relator does not depend on an end-
ofunctor T : Set ! Set. Instead, the fact that Set is a sub-category of the
above-mentioned category of relations can be used to de¯ne what it means
for a weak monotonic relator to extend an endofunctor T. A notion of simu-
lation induced by a weak monotonic relator extending an endofunctor T can
then be de¯ned for T-coalgebras. This notion is essentially the same as that of
De¯nition 13. However, the fact that di®erent categories of relations are used
in the two de¯nitions makes it impossible to directly transfer results between
the two approaches.
In [17], functors w: Set ! Preord satisfying V±w= T were taken as primitive,
and lax relation lifting functors Relw(T) : Rel ! Rel, de¯ned similarly to the
relators ¡w, were used to de¯ne notions of simulation. Only the ¯rst condition
in De¯nition 16 was required of the functors w: Set ! Preord. As a result, the
induced lax relation lifting functors were not necessarily monotonic relators.
However, after restricting attention to monotonic extensions, the notion of
simulation de¯ned in [17] was the same as that of [28]. Moreover, several
properties of ¡-similarity were proved in [17], in the presence of this restriction.
Proposition 20 ([17]) The following hold for a monotonic relator ¡ : Rel !
Rel:
(i) ¡-similarity on a T-coalgebra (C;°) is a preorder on C;
(ii) given T-coalgebra morphisms f : (A;®) ! (B;¯) and g : (C;°) ! (D;±),
a & c i® f(a) & g(c), for a 2 A and c 2 C;
(iii) ¡-similarity on the ¯nal T-coalgebra is the ¯nal ¡-coalgebra.
Remark 21 By taking f and g in (ii) of Proposition 20 to be the unique
morphisms !® : (A;®) ! (Z;³) and !° : (C;°) ! (Z;³) into the ¯nal T-
coalgebra, we obtain that ¡-similarity between (A;®) and (C;°) is the domain
of the cartesian map (!®;!°) induced by the ¡-similarity relation on the ¯nal
T-coalgebra. This observation, together with (iii) of Proposition 20, will later
allow us to de¯ne logics which characterise ¡-similarity.
We conclude this section by noting that any ¡-relator also induces a notion of
simulation equivalence, de¯ned as ¡-similarity in both directions.
11De¯nition 22 (Simulation equivalence) Let ¡ : Rel ! Rel be a mono-
tonic T-relator, and let (C;°) and (D;±) be T-coalgebras. Two states c 2 C
and d 2 D are ¡-simulation equivalent (written c »¡ d) if c &¡ d and d &¡ c.
As already noted in [17], ¡-simulation equivalence is generally weaker than
T-bisimulation. To see this, it su±ces to consider the P!-relator ¡¶ of Ex-
ample 15. In this case, ¡¶-simulation equivalence is the standard two-way
simulation relation on unlabelled transition systems, which is known to be
weaker than bisimulation (see e.g. [29]).
3 Monotonic Relators Revisited
In this section, we ¯rst give an alternative characterisation of monotonic re-
lators, and then use this characterisation to de¯ne a notion of simulation for
probabilistic transition systems. The alternative characterisation has a more
categorical °avour than the original de¯nition (De¯nition 12), as it replaces
the preservation of relational composition by the preservation of a property of
arrows in Rel.
Lemma 23 Let ¡ : Rel ! Rel be a monotonic relator. Then, the following
hold:
(i) ¡Gr(f) =w¡;C ±Gr(Tf)
(ii) ¡(Gr(g)
op) = Gr(Tg)
op ± w¡;C
PROOF (Sketch). The statements follow by taking g = 1C and f = 1C,
respectively, in De¯nition 17 (see also Remark 18).
Proposition 24 Let T : Set ! Set, and let ¡ : Rel ! Rel be such that:
(i) U ± ¡ = (T £ T) ± U;
(ii) =TA µ ¡(=A).
Then, ¡ is a monotonic relator if and only if ¡ preserves cartesian maps.
PROOF. Any monotonic relator ¡ is uniquely determined by its induced
monotonic extension w¡ , de¯ned by (2) of Section 2.3. It therefore su±ces to
prove that, in the presence of (i) and (ii) above, the condition in the de¯nition
of monotonic extensions (De¯nition 17) is equivalent to the preservation by ¡
of cartesian maps.
12We begin by noting that the previously-mentioned condition is equivalent to
¡ preserving cartesian maps of the form (f;g) : (R µ A£B) ! (=C µ C£C)
(see also Remark 18). Thus, one half of the previously-mentioned equivalence
follows immediately. To prove the other half, assume that ¡ is a monotonic
relator, and let (f;g) : (R µ A £ B) ! (S µ C £ D) be a cartesian map.
Thus, R = Gr(g)
op ± S ± Gr(f). The fact that (Tf;Tg) : (¡R µ TA £ TB) !
(¡S µ TC £TD) is itself a cartesian map, i.e. ¡R = Gr(Tg)
op ± ¡S ± Gr(Tf),
now follows from:
¡R =
¡(Gr(g)
op
) ± ¡S ± ¡(Gr(f)) = (Lemma 23)
Gr(Tg)
op
± w¡;D ±¡S ± w¡;C ±Gr(Tf) = (1)
Gr(Tg)
op
± w¡;D ± w¡;D ±¡TS ± w¡;C ± w¡;C ±Gr(Tf) =
Gr(Tg)
op
± w¡;D ±¡TS ± w¡;C ±Gr(Tf) = (1)
Gr(Tg)
op
± ¡S ± Gr(Tf)
The ¯rst of the above equalities uses the preservation of relational composition
by ¡, whereas the fourth equality exploits the fact that w¡;C and w¡;D are
preorders. Hence, ¡ preserves cartesian maps. This concludes our proof.
We note that the standard approach to proving preservation of cartesian maps
involves the use of reindexing functors, and amounts to proving an isomor-
phism between ¡((f;g)¤S) and (Tf;Tg)¤(¡S) in the ¯bre over TA £ TB, for
any (f;g) : A £ B ! C £ D and any S µ C £ D. As already mentioned
in Section 2.1, our de¯nition of Rel results in all reindexing functors being
uniquely de¯ned. In particular, we have(f;g)¤S = Gr(g)
op ± S ± Gr(f), and
(Tf;Tg)¤(¡S) = Gr(Tg)
op ± ¡S ± Gr(Tf). The sequence of equalities in the
proof of Proposition 24 thus shows that ¡((f;g)¤S) = (Tf;Tg)¤(¡S).
Throughout this paper, preservation of cartesian maps by various endofunctors
on Rel will be proved directly, i.e. without reference to the reindexing functors.
We believe such proofs to be shorter and more insightful in the context of this
paper.
As a result of Proposition 24, monotonic relators can alternatively be de¯ned
as functors satisfying (i) and (ii) of Proposition 24, and preserving cartesian
maps. We will make extensive use of this observation in what follows.
We also note that condition (i) of Proposition 24 together with the require-
ment that ¡ preserves cartesian maps amount to ¡ de¯ning a ¯bred functor
over T £ T, or to (¡;T £ T) de¯ning a morphism between ¯brations (see [15]
for a de¯nition). We thus obtain yet another characterisation of monotonic
relators, namely as ¯bred functors over T £ T, additionally satisfying (ii) of
13Proposition 24. Finally, a fully categorical characterisation of monotonic rela-
tors can be given by replacing condition (ii) of Proposition 24 by the require-
ment that ¡ restricts to an endofunctor on Preord. However, for the purpose of
this paper, the characterisation provided by Proposition 24 is the most useful
one.
Remark 25 The proof of Proposition 24 also gives:
¡(Gr(g)
op
) ± ¡S = Gr(Tg)
op
± ¡S ¡S ± ¡(Gr(f)) = ¡S ± Gr(Tf)
for any f : A ! C, g : B ! D and S µ C £ D.
Since all the relators considered in the following are monotonic, from now on
we will simply use the term (T-)relator to refer to a monotonic (T-)relator.
The remainder of this section is dedicated to de¯ning a monotonic relator, and
hence a notion of simulation, for unlabelled probabilistic transition systems.
We have seen in Example 4 that such systems can be modelled as coalgebras
of the endofunctor 1 + D!. However, for the purpose of de¯ning simulation
relations, it will prove more convenient to work with a slightly more general
type of coalgebras. Speci¯cally, we will consider the ¯nite sub-probability dis-
tribution functor S! : Set ! Set, de¯ned by:
S!X = f¹ : X ! [0;1] j supp(¹) ¯nite ;
X
x2X
¹(x) · 1g for X 2 jSetj
(S!f)(¹)(y) = ¹[f
¡1(fyg)] for f : X ! Y ; ¹ 2 S!X ; and y 2 Y:
The coalgebraic type S! is a generalisation of the coalgebraic type 1 + D!, in
a sense made precise below.
Remark 26 Any 1+D!-coalgebra can be regarded as an S!-coalgebra. To see
this, let ´ : 1 + D! ) S! be the natural transformation given by:
´X(¶1(¤))(x) = 0 for x 2 X
´X(¶2(¹)) = ¹ for ¹ 2 D!X
with X 2 jSetj. Then, ´ induces a functor U´ : Coalg(1 + D!) ! Coalg(S!),
which takes a 1 + D!-coalgebra (C;°) to the S!-coalgebra (C;´C ± °).
The use of S!-coalgebras in modelling unlabelled probabilistic transition sys-
tems allows a uni¯ed treatment of terminating states (i.e. states for which no
transition is possible) and non-terminating ones.
An S!-relator can now be de¯ned by relaxing the conditions in the character-
isation of 1 + D!-bisimulation (see Example 7).
De¯nition 27 (Relator for probabilistic simulation) The S!-relator ¡P :
Rel ! Rel takes a relation R µ A£B to the relation ¡PR µ S!A£S!B de¯ned
14by:
¹(¡PR)º i® ¹[X] ¸ º[Y ] for any X µ A and Y µ B s.t.
(¼
R
1 )
¡1(X) ¶ (¼
R
2 )
¡1(Y )
with ¹ 2 S!A and º 2 S!B.
For ¡P to be well-de¯ned, we must prove that, if (f;g) : (R µ A£B) ! (S µ
C £D) is an arrow in Rel, then so is (S!f;S!g) : ¡PR ! ¡PS. To see this, let
¹ 2 S!A, º 2 S!B be such that ¹(¡PR)º, and let U µ C, V µ D be such that
(¼S
1)¡1(U) ¶ (¼S
2)¡1(V ). An easy calculation shows that (¼R
1 )¡1(f¡1(U)) ¶
(¼R
2 )¡1(g¡1(V )). This, together with ¹(¡PR)º gives ¹[f¡1(U)] ¸ º[g¡1(V )],
that is, (S!f)(¹)[U] ¸ (S!g)(º)[V ]. Thus, (S!f)(¹)(¡PS)(S!g)(º).
Proposition 28 ¡P is a relator.
PROOF. The ¯rst two requirements in the de¯nition of a relator (see (i)
and (ii) of Proposition 24) are immediately veri¯ed. To see that ¡P preserves
cartesian maps, let (f;g) : (R µ A£B) ! (S µ C£D) be a relation-re°ecting
map, let ¹ 2 S!A, º 2 S!B be such that (S!f)(¹)(¡PS)(S!g)(º), and let
X µ A, Y µ B be such that (¼R
1 )¡1(X) ¶ (¼R
2 )¡1(Y ). Also, let U = fc 2
C j c = f(a) implies a 2 X g and V = g(Y ). Then, X ¶ f¡1(U), g¡1(V ) ¶ Y ,
and (¼S
1)¡1(U) ¶ (¼S
2)¡1(V ). The fact that (S!f)(¹)(¡PS)(S!g)(º) now gives
(S!f)(¹)[U] ¸ (S!g)(º)[V ], and hence ¹[X] ¸ ¹[f¡1(U)] ¸ º[g¡1(V )] ¸ º[Y ].
We have thus proved that ¹(¡PR)º.
Next, we characterise the restriction of ¡P to Preord.
Proposition 29 Let R be a preorder on A, and let ¹;º 2 S!A. Then:
¹(¡PR)º i® ¹[Y ] ¸ º[Y ] for any R
op
-closed Y µ A (3)
where Y µ A is called R
op-closed if y 2 Y and aRy imply a 2 Y .
PROOF. We begin by noting that, if X;Y µ A, then (¼R
1 )¡1(X) ¶ (¼R
2 )¡1(Y )
translates to X ¶ Y , where Y = fa 2 A j 9y 2 Y :aRy g. Also, the re°exiv-
ity and transitivity of R
op give Y ¶ Y and Y R
op-closed. First, let Y µ A be
an R
op-closed set. Then, (¼R
1 )¡1(Y ) ¶ (¼R
2 )¡1(Y ) (as Y ¶ Y ), and hence, by
the de¯nition of ¡P, ¹[Y ] ¸ º[Y ]. Next, let X;Y µ A be such that X ¶ Y .
Then, since Y is R
op-closed, it follows by (3) that ¹[Y ] ¸ º[Y ]. We also have
¹[X] ¸ ¹[Y ] (as X ¶ Y ) and º[Y ] ¸ º[Y ] (as Y ¶ Y ). Hence, ¹[X] ¸ º[Y ].
15We now investigate the notion of simulation induced by ¡P (see De¯nition 13).
For simplicity, we consider ¡P-simulation on a single S!-coalgebra (C;°). In
this case, a relation R µ C £ C is a ¡P-simulation if, whenever cRd and
X µ C is R
op-closed, we have °(c)[X] ¸ °(d)[X]. The condition that X is R
op-
closed amounts to X being closed under the simulation R, that is, if x 2 X
and y simulates x via R, then also y 2 X. The condition °(c)[X] ¸ °(d)[X]
requires that a one-step transition from c is at least as likely to result in a
state in X as a one-step transition from d is, whenever X is closed under
simulation.
The restriction of ¡P to Preord satis¯es the hypotheses of Proposition 10. (This
will later allow us to construct a ¯nal ¡P-coalgebra using the ¯nal sequence
of ¡P.)
Proposition 30 ¡P : Preord ! Preord preserves monics and is !-accessible.
PROOF (Sketch). The key observation for proving !-accessibility is that,
for ¹;º 2 S!A, we have:
¹(¡PR)º i® ¹¹Z (¡P(R¹Z£Z)) º¹Z
where Z = supp(¹) [ supp(º), and ¹¹Z;º¹Z 2 S!(A \ Z).
Remark 31 A notion of simulation for probabilistic transition systems has
also been de¯ned in [9], namely as a preorder R on the set S of states of
a probabilistic transition system, such that sRt implies ¿a(s;X) · ¿a(t;X)
for any R-closed X µ S (with ¿a(s;X) giving the probability of reaching a
state in X via an a-labelled transition from s). It then follows by the previous
characterisation of ¡P : Preord ! Preord that R is a simulation preorder
according to [9] (in the unlabelled case) if and only if R
op is a ¡P-simulation
preorder.
4 Compositionality of Simulations
In this section we show that various operations on coalgebraic types induce cor-
responding operations on relators, thereby allowing the compositional deriva-
tion of notions of simulation for increasingly complex coalgebraic types. As a
result, we obtain various notions of simulation for labelled transition systems,
probabilistic transition systems, and probabilistic automata.
We begin by recalling the de¯nition of products and coproducts in Rel. If
Ri µ Xi £Yi with i = 1;2, then the relations R1£R2 µ (X1 £X2)£(Y1 £Y2)
16and R1+R2 µ (X1 + X2) £ (Y1 + Y2) are de¯ned by:
(x1;x2) (R1£R2) (y1;y2) i® x1 R1 y1 and x2 R2 y2
¶i(xi) (R1+R2) ¶j(yj) i® i = j and xi Ri yi
with xi 2 Xi and yi 2 Yi, for i = 1;2. Similarly to products, one can de¯ne,
for each relation R1 µ X1 £ Y1, a relation (R1)A µ (X1)A £ (Y1)A by:
f (R1)
A g i® f(a)R1 g(a) for all a 2 A
with f 2 (X1)A and g 2 (Y1)A.
The above operations on relations can be used to derive (T1£T2)-, (T1+T2)-
and (T1)A-relators from T1- and T2-relators.
De¯nition 32 (Operations on relators) Let ¡1 and ¡2 be T1- and T2-
relators, respectively. De¯ne ¡1 © ¡2 ; ¡1 ­ ¡2 ; (¡1)A : Rel ! Rel by:
² R µ X£ Y Â ¡1©¡2 // ¡1(R) + ¡2(R) µ (T1+T2)X£ (T1+T2)Y
² R µ X£ Y Â ¡1­¡2 // ¡1(R) £ ¡2(R) µ (T1£T2)X£ (T1£T2)Y
² R µ X£ Y Â (¡1)A
// ¡1(R)A µ (T1X)A£ (T1Y )A .
We note in passing that similar operations on relations were used in [13] (see
also [16]) to inductively de¯ne the notion of relation lifting of a polynomial
endofunctor.
In addition, relators can be combined using functor composition.
Proposition 33 ¡1 ± ¡2 ; ¡1 © ¡2 ; ¡1 ­ ¡2 ; (¡1)A are T1 ± T2-, T1 + T2-,
T1 £ T2-, and (T1)A-relators, respectively.
PROOF (Sketch). Some easy calculations show that all the conditions in
the de¯nition of monotonic relators (De¯nition 12) hold for ¡1 ± ¡2 ; ¡1 ©
¡2 ; ¡1 ­ ¡2 and (¡1)A.
This allows us to derive relators (and hence notions of simulation) for com-
binations of coalgebraic types, from relators for the types being combined.
In particular, we can derive notions of simulation for T-coalgebras, with the
endofunctor T being generated by the following syntax:
T ::= A j Id j P! j S! j T1 ± T2 j T1 + T2 j T1 £ T2 j T
A
(Here, A : Set ! Set denotes the constant functor X 7! A, while Id : Set ! Set
denotes the identity functor.) For T = A or T = Id, the minimal relators pro-
vide obvious choices of relators to be used. For T = P!, the relator ¡¶ of
17Example 46, inducing the standard notion of simulation on unlabelled transi-
tion systems, is the obvious choice. Finally, for T = S!, the relator ¡P from
De¯nition 27 can be used.
Example 34 Recall from Example 3 that (P!)A-coalgebras are essentially
image-¯nite, A-labelled transition systems. Now let ¡¶ : Rel ! Rel be as
in Example 15. A relation R µ C £ D is a (¡¶)A-simulation between (P!)A-
coalgebras (C;°) and (D;±) if, whenever cRd and d
a //d0 with d0 2 D, then
c a //c0 , with c0 2 C being such that c0 Rd0. Thus, (¡¶)A-simulation coincides
with standard simulation on A-labelled transition systems.
Two other notions of simulation, namely complete and ready simulation are
used in the semantics of sequential processes (see e.g. [29]). Each of these
can be derived using a suitable choice of relator. However, while the notion
of ready simulation can be derived compositionally, the notion of complete
simulation can not. This is illustrated below.
Example 35 Let ¡R
¶ : Rel ! Rel be the P!-relator de¯ned by:
X ¡
R
¶(R)Y i® X ¡¶(R)Y and (Y = ; ) X = ;)
for X 2 P!C and Y 2 P!D. Then, a relation R µ C £ D is a (¡R
¶)A-
simulation between (P!)A-coalgebras (C;°) and (D;±) if, whenever cRd, the
following hold for each a 2 A:
² if d
a //d0 , then c a //c0 for some c0 2 C such that c0 Rd0;
² c a // ¢ implies d
a // ¢
where c a // ¢ stands for the existence of an a-labelled transition from c. Thus,
(¡R
¶)A-simulation between (P!)A-coalgebras coincides with ready simulation be-
tween the associated labelled transition systems (as de¯ned e.g. in [29]).
Example 36 Let ¡C
¶ : Rel ! Rel be the (P!)A-relator de¯ned by:
f ¡
C
¶(R)g i® f (¡¶)
A(R)g and (
[
a2A
g(a) = ; )
[
a2A
f(a) = ;)
for f 2 (P!C)A and g 2 (P!D)A. Then, a relation R µ C £ D is a ¡C
¶-
simulation between (P!)A-coalgebras (C;°) and (D;±) if, whenever cRd, the
following hold:
² for each a 2 A, if d
a //d0 , then c a //c0 for some c0 2 C such that c0 Rd0;
² c // ¢ implies d // ¢
where c // ¢ stands for the existence of a transition from c. Thus, ¡C
¶-simulation
between (P!)A-coalgebras coincides with complete simulation between the as-
sociated labelled transition systems (as de¯ned e.g. in [29]).
18In the case of probabilistic systems, we can also recover familiar notions of
simulation, as illustrated in the following.
Example 37 Let ¡P : Rel ! Rel be as in De¯nition 27, and recall that A-
labelled, probabilistic transition systems can be modelled as (S!)A-coalgebras.
Then, a relation R µ C£C is a (¡P)A-simulation on an (S!)A-coalgebra (C;°)
if, whenever cRd, a 2 A and X µ C is R
op-closed, we have °(c)(a)[X] ¸
°(d)(a)[X] (or, using the notation in Remark 31, ¿a(c;X) ¸ ¿a(d;X)). Thus,
(¡P)A-simulation coincides with standard simulation on A-labelled probabilis-
tic transition systems, as de¯ned e.g. in [9].
Example 38 The simple probabilistic automata of [27,26] can be modelled
as coalgebras of the functor T = (P! ± D!)A. Here we consider the slightly
more general case of (P! ±S!)A-coalgebras, and derive a notion of simulation
for such coalgebras by combining the P!-relator ¡¶ and the S!-relator ¡P.
Speci¯cally, we consider the (P! ± S!)A-relator (¡¶ ± ¡P)A. Then, a relation
R µ C £ D is a (¡¶ ± ¡P)A-simulation between (P! ± S!)A-coalgebras (C;°)
and (D;±) i® cRd implies:
8a 2 A: 8º 2 ±(d)(a): 9¹ 2 °(c)(a): (¹[X] ¸ º[Y ] whenever
(¼
R
1 )
¡1(X) ¶ (¼
R
2 )
¡1(Y ))
In Section 6, we will derive a characterising logic for the notion of simulation
obtained in Example 38, and will use that logic to compare our notion of
simulation with the notion of strong simulation de¯ned in [27] (see also [18]).
5 Expressive Logics for Simulation
We now describe an inductive method for de¯ning logics which characterise
simulation. Following [5,7], we use a notion of language constructor and an
associated notion of semantics (w.r.t. an endofunctor T) to formalise one step
in the de¯nition of a logic for T-coalgebras. The syntax and semantics of the
induced logic are then obtained by successive applications of the language con-
structor and of the associated semantics, respectively. We subsequently show
that the expressiveness of the resulting logic w.r.t. a given notion of simulation
follows from an expressivity condition involving the semantics of the language
constructor, and the monotonic relator inducing that notion of simulation.
Finally, we apply our results to derive Baltag's logic for coalgebraic simula-
tion, as well as an expressive logic for simulation on unlabelled probabilistic
transition systems.
We ¯x an endofunctor T : Set ! Set and a T-relator ¡ : Rel ! Rel, and let
19&=&¡ denote the similarity relation induced by ¡. We are interested in logics
for T-coalgebras which characterise ¡-similarity.
De¯nition 39 (Logic for coalgebras) A logic for T-coalgebras is a pair
(L;j=), with L a set (of formulae) and j= = (j=°) a jCoalg(T)j-indexed family
of satisfaction relations j=° µ C£L for each ° : C ! TC, such that f(c) j=± '
i® c j=° ', for any f : (C;°) ! (D;±), c 2 C and ' 2 L.
De¯nition 40 (Logic which characterises similarity) Let (L;j=) denote
a logic for T-coalgebras. Given T-coalgebras (C;°) and (D;±), we say that
c 2 C logically simulates d 2 D (and write c ¸L d) if c j=° ' whenever
d j=± ', for any ' 2 L. The logic (L;j=) characterises ¡-similarity if, for any
T-coalgebras (C;°) and (D;±), the logical simulation relation ¸L µ C £ D
coincides with the ¡-similarity relation &µ C £ D.
It is worth noting that, if one was interested in characterising equivalence
relations between the states of coalgebras (including ¡-simulation equivalence,
or T-bisimulation), a di®erent notion of characterising logic would be used {
one would ¯rst de¯ne logical equivalence between the states of coalgebras as
logical simulation in both directions, and subsequently require that logical
equivalence coincides with the given notion of (simulation) equivalence. Such
an approach was used in [5] to de¯ne characterising logics for T-bisimulation.
We also note that, under the above de¯nition, any logic which characterises
¡-simulation also characterises ¡-simulation equivalence.
Now assume that T admits a ¯nal coalgebra (F;³), and recall from Remark 21
that, if c and d are as in De¯nition 40, then c & d i® !°(c) &!±(d). Also, Def-
inition 39 gives c j=° ' i® !°(c) j=³ ' (and similarly for d), and hence c ¸L d
i® !°(c) ¸L !±(d). Thus, in order to de¯ne a logic for T-coalgebras which char-
acterises ¡-similarity, it su±ces to de¯ne a set L of formulae together with an
interpretation of these formulae over the carrier F of the ¯nal T-coalgebra,
such that the logical simulation relation induced by this interpretation coin-
cides with the ¡-similarity relation on (F;³). Now, by (iii) of Proposition 20,
¡-similarity on (F;³) is the ¯nal ¡-coalgebra. Also, by Proposition 10, this
coalgebra can be approximated using the ¯nal sequence of ¡. We can there-
fore use induction over the ¯nal sequence of ¡ to de¯ne the set of formulae L
and their interpretation over F.
Proposition 41 The ¯nal sequence of ¡ belongs to Preord.
PROOF (Sketch). The statement follows by trans¯nite induction. Propo-
sition 1 is used in the case of limit ordinals.
As a result, the ¯nal sequence of ¡ coincides with the ¯nal sequence of the
20restriction of ¡ to Preord. This justi¯es the following de¯nition.
De¯nition 42 (Relation sequence) The relation sequence induced by ¡ is
the ¯nal sequence of ¡ : Preord ! Preord.
We can immediately infer the following:
Proposition 43 The Set-sequence underlying the relation sequence induced
by ¡ is the ¯nal sequence of T.
PROOF (Sketch). The statement follows from ¡ being a T-relator, together
with the observation that limits in Preord are computed from limits in Set.
Thus, the relation sequence induced by ¡ can be written (&®), (p®
¯ :&® !&¯
)¯·®, where &® µ Z® £ Z® for each ®, and where (Z®);(p®
¯ : Z® ! Z¯)¯·® is
the ¯nal sequence of T (see De¯nition 8).
Now assume that the relation sequence induced by ¡ stabilises at ®. In this
case, the ¯nal sequence of T stabilises at, or before ®. Moreover, by (iii) of
Proposition 20, the ®-element of the relation sequence induced by ¡ gives ¡-
similarity on the ¯nal T-coalgebra. In the following, we will use induction along
the ¯nal sequence of ¡ to de¯ne a language whose formulae, when interpreted
over Z®, characterise the relation &®. The basic machinery for such inductive
de¯nitions is developed in Section 5.1. The induced logic for coalgebras is
de¯ned in Section 5.2, where a characterisability result for ¡-simulation is
also formulated. Sections 5.3 and 5.4 instantiate this result to derive logics
which characterise speci¯c notions of simulation.
5.1 Language Constructors and their Semantics
Since our aim is to characterise simulation relations, the languages we are
about to de¯ne only use conjunctions and (non-empty) disjunctions as logical
connectives { adding negation would make it impossible to characterise pre-
order relations which are not equivalence relations. We therefore use a subset
§B µ ftt;^;_;
V
;
W
g to indicate the logical connectives employed by a partic-
ular language (where we write ^ and _ for binary conjunction and disjunction,
respectively, and
V
and
W
for their in¯nitary versions).
De¯nition 44 (Language constructor, and induced language) A lan-
guage constructor is an accessible endofunctor S : Alg(§B) ! Alg(§B). The
language L(S) induced by S is the initial algebra of S.
21Remark 45 If S is an inclusion-preserving, !-accessible endofunctor, then
the language L(S) is given by
S
n Ln(S), where the §B-algebras Ln(S) are de-
¯ned inductively by:
² L0(S) is the initial §B-algebra,
² Ln+1(S) = S(Ln(S)) for n 2 !.
We also note that language constructors which are not !-accessible will gen-
erally give rise to in¯nitary languages.
Example 46 Let §B = ftt;^g, and let S¶ : Alg(§B) ! Alg(§B) denote the
language constructor taking a §B-algebra L to the free §B-algebra over the set
f3' j ' 2 Lg. The language L(S¶) can alternatively be generated using the
following syntax:
' ::= tt j ' ^ Ã j 3'
In order to de¯ne an associated semantics for a language constructor, we
introduce the notion of interpretation. To this end, we note that for a set X,
its power set PX can be endowed with §B-algebra structure by interpreting
tt, _ (or
W
) and ^ (or
V
) as X, union and intersection, respectively.
De¯nition 47 (Interpretation) An interpretation of a §B-algebra L over a
set X is a §B-algebra morphism d : L ! PX. A map between interpretations
d : L ! PX and d0 : L0 ! PX0 is a pair (l;f) with l : L ! L0 a §B-algebra
morphism and f : X0 ! X a function, such that ^ Pf ± d = d0 ± l (where
^ P : Set ! Set denotes the contravariant powerset functor). The category
whose objects are interpretations of §B-algebras, and whose arrows are maps
between such interpretations is denoted IntB.
Remark 48 Any interpretation d : L ! PX induces a logical map s : X !
PL, de¯ned by s(x) = f' 2 L j x 2 d(')g for x 2 X. With this notation,
the condition de¯ning a map between d : L ! PX and d0 : L0 ! PX0 becomes
s ± f = ^ Pl ± s0 (where s : X ! PL and s0 : X0 ! PL0 are the logical maps
induced by d and d0, respectively).
We let L : IntB ! Alg(§B) and E : IntB ! Set
op
denote the functors taking
interpretations d : L ! PX to L and X, respectively, and maps (l;f) between
interpretations d : L ! PX and d0 : L0 ! PX0 to l : L ! L0 and f : X0 ! X,
respectively. The following result was proved in [5] for a slightly less general
notion of interpretation. The result and its proof generalise to the present
setting.
Proposition 49 IntB is cocomplete, and E preserves colimits.
Colimits in IntB are constructed from limits in Set and colimits in certain
comma categories of IntB. For instance, an initial object in IntB is given by the
22interpretation d0 : L0 ! P1, with L0 an initial §B-algebra and d0 the unique
§B-morphism arising from the initiality of L0.
The following result can also be proved in a similar way.
Proposition 50 L preserves colimits.
We now return to de¯ning a semantics for a language constructor. We have
seen that a language constructor S induces a language L(S). Our aim is to
interpret this language over T-coalgebras. The following notion constitutes an
intermediary step in this direction.
De¯nition 51 (Semantics for language constructor) Let T : Set ! Set
be an endofunctor, and let S : Alg(§B) ! Alg(§B) be a language constructor.
A T-semantics for S is a functor S : IntB ! IntB such that L ± S = S ± L and
E ± S = T
op ± E:
Alg(§B)
S //Alg(§B)
IntB
L
OO
E
²²
S //IntB
L
OO
E
²²
Set
op
T
op //Set
op
Thus, a T-semantics for S takes an interpretation d : L ! PX to an inter-
pretation d0 : SL ! PTX, and a map (l;f) of interpretations to (Sl;Tf).
In particular, we note that the action of a T-semantics on maps between in-
terpretations is uniquely determined by the actions of S and T on arrows in
Alg(§B) and Set, respectively.
Example 52 (P!-semantics for S¶) Let S¶ : Alg(§B) ! Alg(§B) be as in
Example 46. A P!-semantics for S¶ is given by the functor S¶ : IntB ! IntB
taking d : L ! PX to d0 : S¶(L) ! P(P!X), with d0(3') = fY 2 P!X j Y \
d(') 6= ;g. (The requirement that d0 de¯nes a §B-algebra morphism uniquely
determines the action of d0 on formulae containing logical connectives.)
Variations of the notions of language constructor and associated semantics
(De¯nitions 44 and 51) have also been considered in [5,7]. There, we were
interested in the ability of interpretations d : L ! PX to characterise elements
of X using formulae in L. Here, our aim is to characterise certain preorders
on X.
De¯nition 53 (Expressiveness of interpretation) Let d : L ! PX be
an interpretation. If x;y 2 X, we write y ¸L x if y 2 d(') whenever x 2 d('),
with ' 2 L. Then, d is called adequate for a preorder R µ X £X if R µ¸L,
and expressive for R if, in addition, R ¶¸L.
23Thus, adequacy of an interpretation d : L ! PX for a preorder R amounts
to the logical map s : X ! PL induced by d (see Remark 48) de¯ning a map
s : (R µ X £ X) ! (¶ µ PL £ PL) in Preord, whereas expressiveness of d
for R amounts to s being cartesian (or order-re°ecting).
The following condition involving the T-semantics of a language constructor
and a monotonic T-relator ¡ will later be used to ensure that a sequence
of interpretations over the elements of the ¯nal sequence of T are expressive
w.r.t. the corresponding relations in the ¯nal sequence of ¡.
De¯nition 54 (Preservation of expressiveness) Let ¡ : Rel ! Rel be a
T-relator, and let S : Alg(§B) ! Alg(§B) be a language constructor. A T-
semantics S for S preserves expressiveness w.r.t. ¡ if it maps an interpretation
d : L ! PX which is expressive for R µ X£X to an interpretation d0 : SL !
PTX which is expressive for ¡R µ TX £ TX.
Example 55 The P!-semantics S¶ for S¶ de¯ned in Example 52 preserves
expressiveness w.r.t. ¡¶. To see this, let d : L ! PX be expressive for R µ
X £X, and let Y;Z 2 P!X. It follows easily that Y (¡¶R)Z implies Y ¸S¶L
Z. Now assume that Y (¡¶R)Z does not hold. To show that Y 6¸S¶L Z, we
need to de¯ne a formula Á 2 S¶L such that Z 2 S¶(d)(Á) but Y 62 S¶(d)(Á).
First, the fact that Y (¡¶R)Z does not hold gives z 2 Z such that y Rz does
not hold for any y 2 Y . The expressiveness of d for R then gives, for each
y 2 Y , some 'y 2 L such that z 2 d('y) but y 62 d('y). Then, Á can be taken
to be 3(
V
y2Y
'y). (Since Y 2 P!X, the conjunction de¯ning Á is ¯nite.)
5.2 Induced Logics for Simulation
We will derive a logic for T-coalgebras from an interpretation d : L ! PF,
with F the carrier of a ¯nal T-coalgebra. The choice of d will depend on the
particular notion of simulation we aim to characterise, i.e. on the choice of
¡. Speci¯cally, d will be de¯ned as the ®-element of the initial sequence of a
T-semantics S for a language constructor S, with S and S being chosen so as
to yield expressive interpretations for the relations in the ¯nal sequence of ¡,
and with the ordinal ® being chosen so that the ¯nal sequence of T stabilises
at or before ® (and hence Z® is the carrier of a ¯nal T-coalgebra).
Remark 56 For any ordinal ®, an interpretation d : L ! PZ® induces a logic
(L;j=) for T-coalgebras, with c j=° ' i® °®(c) 2 d('), for any T-coalgebra
(C;°), c 2 C and ' 2 L (where °® : C ! Z® is as in Remark 9). The
fact that coalgebra morphisms f : (C;°) ! (D;±) de¯ne morphisms of cones
f : (°®) ! (±®) ensures the correctness of this de¯nition.
24The following property of the initial sequence of S will prove useful in what
follows.
Proposition 57 Let S : Alg(§B) ! Alg(§B) be a language constructor, and
let S : IntB ! IntB be a T-semantics for S. The Alg(§B)- and Set-sequences
underlying the initial sequence of S are the initial sequence of S and the ¯nal
sequence of T, respectively.
PROOF (Sketch). Immediate from De¯nition 51 and (the dual of) De¯ni-
tion 8.
Thus, if (L®);(¶®
¯ : L¯ ! L®)¯·® denotes the initial sequence of S and
(Z®);(p®
¯ : Z® ! Z¯)¯·® denotes the ¯nal sequence of T, then the elements of
the initial sequence of S are interpretations of the form d® : L® ! PZ®, while
the arrows de¯ning this initial sequence are of the form (¶®
¯;p®
¯) : d¯ ! d®,
with ¯ · ®. For an ordinal ®, we write s® : Z® ! PL® for the logical map
induced by d®.
The next result concerns the expressiveness of the interpretations d® w.r.t. the
relations &® µ Z® £ Z® in the relation sequence induced by ¡.
Theorem 58 Let S : Alg(§B) ! Alg(§B) be a language constructor, and let
S : IntB ! IntB be a T-semantics for S. If S preserves expressiveness w.r.t. ¡,
then d® : L® ! PZ® is expressive for &® µ Z® £ Z®, for any ordinal ®.
PROOF. The proof is by trans¯nite induction on ®. For ® = 0, the expres-
siveness of d0 : L0 ! P1 for &0 = =1 follows immediately. For ® = ¯ + 1,
the expressiveness of d® for &® follows from the expressiveness of d¯ for &¯
together with the preservation of expressiveness by S. Finally, let ® be a limit
ordinal, and assume that d¯ is expressive for &¯, for any ¯ < ®.
To show that d® is adequate for &®, let x;y 2 Z® be such that y &® x. Then,
for ¯ < ®, p®
¯(y) &¯ p®
¯(x) (as p®
¯ : (Z®;&®) ! (Z¯;&¯) de¯nes a map in
Preord), and hence s¯(p®
¯(y)) ¶ s¯(p®
¯(x)) (using the adequacy of d¯ for &¯).
Now let ' 2 s®(x). Since the cocone (¶®
¯)¯<® is colimiting (see Proposition 57),
it follows that ' is either of the form ¶®
¯(Ã) with ¯ < ® and Ã 2 L¯, or a boolean
combination of formulae of this form (The standard construction of colimits in
categories of algebras, namely as quotients of the free algebras over the colimits
in the underlying category, is used here.) We can therefore use induction on
' to prove that ' 2 s®(y). Moreover, only the cases ' =
V
i 'i and ' =
W
i 'i
need to be considered in the induction step, since binary conjunctions and
disjunctions are already covered by the base case.
251. If ' = ¶®
¯(Ã) with ¯ < ® and Ã 2 L¯, then Ã 2 ( ^ P¶®
¯)(s®(x)) = s¯(p®
¯(x)),
and hence Ã 2 s¯(p®
¯(y)) = ( ^ P¶®
¯)(s®(y)). (Remark 48 is also used here.)
This now gives ' = ¶®
¯(Ã) 2 s®(y).
2. If ' =
V
i 'i 2 s®(x), then 'i 2 s®(x) for each i 2 I (using the fact that
d® : L® ! PZ® preserves the §B-structure). Hence, by the induction
hypothesis, 'i 2 s®(y) for each i 2 I. This, in turn, gives ' =
V
i 'i 2
s®(y). The case when ' =
W
i 'i is treated similarly.
Hence, s®(y) ¶ s®(x). This concludes the proof of adequacy of d® for &®.
To show that d® is expressive for &®, let x;y 2 Z® be such that s®(y) ¶
s®(x). Then, for ¯ < ®, Remark 48 gives s¯(p®
¯(y)) ¶ s¯(p®
¯(x)), while the
expressiveness of d¯ for &¯ gives p®
¯(y) &¯ p®
¯(x). The fact that the cone
(p®
¯)¯<® is limiting ¯nally gives y &® x. This concludes our proof.
The previous result, together with (iii) of Proposition 20 justify the following
de¯nition.
De¯nition 59 (Logic induced by S and ¡) Let ¡ : Rel ! Rel be such that
its ¯nal sequence stabilises at ®. The logic induced by S and ¡ is the logic
induced by the interpretation d® : L® ! PZ®, as de¯ned in Remark 56.
The next result allows us to derive logics which characterise ¡-similarity from
T-semantics which preserve expressiveness w.r.t. ¡.
Corollary 60 Let S : Alg(§B) ! Alg(§B), S : IntB ! IntB and ¡ : Rel ! Rel
be as in Theorem 58, and assume that S preserves expressiveness w.r.t. ¡. If
the ¯nal sequence of ¡ stabilises (at ®), then the logic induced by S and ¡
characterises &.
PROOF. Let (C;°) and (D;±) be T-coalgebras, and let c 2 C and d 2 D.
Then:
c & d i® !°(c) &!±(d) i® !°(c) &® !±(d) i® !°(c) ¸L®!±(d) i® c ¸L® d
The above equivalences follow from Remark 21, (iii) of Proposition 20, Theo-
rem 58 and De¯nition 39, respectively.
In particular, if ¡ preserves monics and is accessible, then by Proposition 10,
the ¯nal sequence of ¡ stabilises, and therefore Corollary 60 can be applied.
We conclude this section with some results concerning the ¯nal sequence of a
T-relator ¡, in case the hypotheses of Theorem 58 are satis¯ed.
26Proposition 61 Let S : Alg(§B) ! Alg(§B), S : IntB ! IntB and ¡ : Rel !
Rel be as in Theorem 58, and assume that S preserves expressiveness w.r.t. ¡.
If the ¯nal sequence of T stabilises at ®, and the initial sequence of S stabilises
at, or before, ®, then the ¯nal sequence of ¡ also stabilises at ®.
PROOF. By Proposition 57, the Alg(§B)- and Set-sequences underlying the
initial sequence of S are the initial sequence of S and the ¯nal sequence of T,
respectively. Moreover, the additional constraints on T and S together with the
de¯nition of arrows in IntB ensure that the initial sequence of S also stabilises
at ®.
On the other hand, by Theorem 58, ¸L® and ¸L®+1 characterise &® and &®+1,
respectively. Hence, for x;y 2 Z®+1, the following holds:
x &®+1 y i® x ¸L®+1 y i® p
®+1
® (x) ¸L® p
®+1
® (y) i® p
®+1
® (x) &® p
®+1
® (y)
with the second equivalence following from the fact that (¶®+1
® ;p®+1
® ) de¯nes
an isomorphism in IntB. As a result, p®+1
® :&®+1 !&® is an isomorphism in
Rel 6 , and hence the ¯nal sequence of ¡ stabilises at ®.
Thus, Proposition 61 allows us to make statements about the degree of ac-
cessibility of a T-relator ¡, by exhibiting a language constructor S, and a T-
semantics for S which preserves expressiveness w.r.t. ¡. This, in turn, allows
us to apply Corollary 60.
Now assume that T is !-accessible. Then, by Proposition 11, the ¯nal sequence
of T stabilises at (or before) !+!. Moreover, the maps p!+n+1
!+n with n = 0;1;:::
are all injective. Combining this observation with Proposition 61 yields the
following result.
Corollary 62 Let T : Set ! Set be an !-accessible endofunctor, let S :
Alg(§B) ! Alg(§B), S : IntB ! IntB and ¡ : Rel ! Rel be as in Proposi-
tion 61, and assume that S is !-accessible and that S preserves expressiveness
w.r.t. ¡. Then:
(i) The ¯nal sequence of ¡ stabilises at (or before) ! + !.
(ii) The maps p!+n+1
!+n :&!+n+1 !&!+n+1 with n = 0;1;::: are order-re°ecting.
PROOF. The fact that S is !-accessible results in its initial sequence stabil-
ising at !. The ¯rst statement now follows from Propositions 11 and 61. The
6 Note that, since the ¯nal sequence of T stabilises at ®, p®+1
® is an isomorphism
in Set.
27second statement follows by an argument similar to the one in the proof of
Proposition 61.
Thus, under the hypotheses of Corollary 62, the last !-steps in the ¯nal se-
quence of ¡ are determined by the corresponding steps in the ¯nal sequence
of T. The induced logic for coalgebras is also not in°uenced by these steps
{ the ¯rst !-steps completely de¯ne the interpretations of formulae over T-
coalgebras.
Proposition 61 (or Corollary 62) can be applied to the P!-relator ¡¶ of Ex-
ample 15.
Example 63 Let ¡¶, S¶ and S¶ be as in Examples 15, 46 and 52, respec-
tively. The initial sequence of S¶ stabilises at !, while the ¯nal sequence of
P! stabilises at ! + !; hence, by (the proof of) Proposition 61, the initial se-
quence of S¶ and ¯nal sequence of ¡ also stabilise at !+!. Moreover, the last
!-steps in the initial sequence of S¶ do not a®ect the semantics of the logic
induced by S¶ and ¡¶. As a result, the induced logic coincides with a fragment
of standard modal logic. Its syntax is given by:
' ::= tt j 3' j ' ^ Ã
whereas its (coalgebraic) semantics is de¯ned by:
c j=° 3' i® 9d 2 °(c):d j= '
(and the usual clauses for tt and ^).
The next two subsections apply the results of this section in order to derive
logics which characterise other speci¯c notions of simulation.
5.3 Baltag's Logic for Coalgebraic Simulation
Here we de¯ne a language constructor and associated semantics which mirror
the construction of Baltag's logic for ¡-simulation [1], and prove that the
given semantics preserves expressiveness w.r.t. the relator ¡. We thus obtain
an alternative de¯nition of the logic in [1], as well as an alternative (inductive)
proof of its expressiveness.
Throughout this section, §B = f
V
g, T : Set ! Set denotes an inclusion-
preserving endofunctor, and ¡ : Rel ! Rel denotes a T-relator. Also, we
identify interpretations d : L ! PX with relations j= µ X £ L subject to
the additional constraint that x j=
V
© i® x j= ' for all ' 2 ©, for any
© 2 PL { any interpretation d : L ! PX determines such a relation, with
28x j= ' i® x 2 d('), and conversely, any relation j= µ X £ L subject to the
previous constraint determines an interpretation d : L ! PX, with d(') =
fx 2 X j x j= 'g.
As mentioned earlier, a di®erent category of relations, and a di®erent, but
equivalent notion of monotonic relator were considered in [1]. Nonetheless, the
logics proposed in [1] can also be derived using the approach in Section 5.2.
The logics in loc. cit. are parameterised by a monotonic relator ¡. Their syntax
only depends on the endofunctor T, but their semantics depends on the relator
¡.
De¯nition 64 ([1]) The language LT is de¯ned inductively by:
' ::=
^
© j 2ª © µ LT ; ª 2 T©
The coalgebraic semantics of LT is de¯ned inductively by:
c j=°
^
© i® c j=° ' for all ' 2 ©
c j=° 2ª i® °(c)(¡j=)ª
for each T-coalgebra (C;°) and each c 2 C.
Note that, in the above de¯nition, we have identi¯ed the span de¯ned by ¡j=
with the relation it induces on TC £ TLT (in the second clause de¯ning the
semantics of LT).
Remark 65 The logic de¯ned in [1] also contains in¯nitary disjunctions (with
the standard interpretation), and a modal operator 3 (interpreted via the
transposed relator ¡»). Since neither in¯nitary disjunctions nor the 3 op-
erator are needed to characterise ¡-simulation, in De¯nition 64 we have only
considered a fragment of the logic in [1].
The de¯nition of LT can be captured using the following language constructor
and associated T-semantics.
De¯nition 66 (ST and S¡) The language constructor ST : Alg(§B) ! Alg(§B)
takes a §B-algebra L to the free §B-algebra over TL. The T-semantics S¡ :
IntB ! IntB for ST takes j= µ X £ L to the natural extension of the relation
(¡j=) µ TX £ TL to formulae containing in¯nitary conjunctions.
For S¡ to be well-de¯ned, we must prove that:
(Tf)(t)(¡j=1)Á i® t(¡j=2)(STl)(Á) (4)
for any map of interpretations (l;f) : (j=1 µ X1 £ L1) ! (j=2 µ X2 £ L2),
any t 2 TX2 and any Á 2 STL1. The following characterisation of the logical
29map induced by S¡(j=) will be used to prove this.
Lemma 67 Let j= µ X£L be an interpretation with logical map s : X ! PL,
and let e : T ^ P ) ^ PT be given by eX(U) = ft 2 TX j U (¡3)tg for X 2 jSetj
and U 2 TPX (where 3 denotes the converse of the membership relation).
Then:
(i) e is a natural transformation;
(ii) The logical map s0 : TX ! PTL induced by (¡j=) µ TX £ TL is given
by eL ± Ts.
PROOF. We note that, for f : X ! Y , 3 ±Gr( ^ Pf) = Gr(f)
op ± 3. Preser-
vation of relational composition by ¡ together with Remark 25 then give
(¡ 3) ± Gr(T ^ Pf) = Gr(Tf)
op ± (¡ 3), i.e. (T ^ Pf)(V )(¡ 3)t if and only if
V (¡3)(Tf)(t), for V 2 T ^ PY and t 2 TX. But this is equivalent to eX±T ^ Pf =
^ PTf ± eY. Hence, e is natural.
We also note that (s;1L) : (j= µ X£L) ! (3 µ PL£L) is a cartesian map in
Rel. (This follows directly from the de¯nition of s.) Preservation of cartesian
maps by ¡ then gives t(¡j=)Á if and only (Ts)(t)(¡3)Á, for t 2 TX and
Á 2 TL. That is, Á 2 s0(t) if and only if Á 2 eL((Ts)(t)). Hence, s0 = eL ± Ts.
Proposition 68 S¡ is well-de¯ned.
PROOF. We use induction on Á to prove (4). If Á 2 TL, (4) is equivalent to
s0
1 ± Tf = ^ PTl ± s0
2, where s0
1 : TX1 ! PTL1 and s0
2 : TX2 ! PTL2 are the
logical maps induced by ¡j=1 and ¡j=2. By (ii) of Lemma 67, this is equivalent
to eL1 ± Ts1 ± Tf = ^ PTl ± eL2 ± Ts2, which, in turn, is a consequence of (i)
of Lemma 67 and of Remark 48. Also, if Á =
V
©, the fact that (4) holds
follows from the induction hypothesis using the de¯nitions of ¡j=1 and ¡j=2
on formulae containing in¯nitary conjunctions.
Proposition 69 S¡ preserves expressiveness w.r.t. ¡.
PROOF. We begin by showing that, if j= µ X £ L is adequate for R µ
X £ X, then ¡j= µ TX £ TL is adequate for ¡R µ TX £ TX (and hence so
is S¡j=). The adequacy of j= for R translates to j=±R µ j=. The preservation
of inclusions by T and of relational composition by ¡ then give (¡j=)±(¡R) µ
(¡j=). That is, ¡j= is adequate for ¡R.
Now assume that j= is expressive for R, i.e. R =¸L. Following [1], we de¯ne
30µ : X ! L by µ(x) =
V
'2L;xj='
'. Then:
y Rx i® y ¸L x i® y j= µ(x) i® y (Gr(µ)
op
± j=)x (5)
The de¯nition of µ also gives Gr(µ) µj=, and hence:
Gr(Tµ) µ (¡=L) ± Gr(Tµ) = ¡(Gr(µ)) µ (¡j=) (6)
The ¯rst inclusion follows from the de¯nition of a relator (De¯nition 12), the
subsequent equality follows by Lemma 23, and the ¯nal inclusion follows from
the preservation of inclusions by T and ¡. We then have:
¡R = (¡(Gr(µ)
op
)) ± (¡j=) = Gr(Tµ)
op
± (¡j=) ¶ ¸TL
The ¯rst equality follows from (5) using the preservation of relational com-
position by ¡, while the second equality follows by Remark 25. To prove the
containment relation, let v ¸TL u. By (6), u(¡j=)(Tµ)(u), and hence also
v (¡j=)(Tµ)(u). This, together with (Tµ)(u)Gr(Tµ)
op u now yields v (Gr(Tµ)
op±
(¡j=))u. We have thus proved that ¡R ¶¸TL. Hence, ¡j= is expressive for
¡R (and therefore so is S¡j=).
If the ¯nal sequence of ¡ stabilises, then the logic induced by S¡ and ¡ coincides
with the fragment of the logic in [1] considered in De¯nition 64. Moreover, by
applying Corollary 60, we obtain an alternative proof of the expressiveness
w.r.t. ¡-similarity of this logic.
Theorem 70 The logic induced by S¡ and ¡ characterises ¡-simulation.
5.4 A Logic for Probabilistic Simulation
We now de¯ne a language constructor and associated semantics for probabilis-
tic transition systems, and prove that this semantics preserves expressiveness
w.r.t. ¡P (see De¯nition 27). As a result, we obtain a logic which characterises
simulation on unlabelled probabilistic transition systems.
We let §B = ftt;^;_g, and let ¡P : Rel ! Rel be as in De¯nition 27. A
language constructor and associated S!-semantics can be de¯ned as follows.
De¯nition 71 (SP and SP) The language constructor SP : Alg(§B) ! Alg(§B)
takes a §B-algebra L to the free §B-algebra over the set f3p' j p 2 Q \
[0;1]; ' 2 Lg. The S!-semantics SP : IntB ! IntB for SP takes an interpreta-
tion d : L ! PX to the interpretation d0 : SP(L) ! PS!X de¯ned by:
d
0(3p') = f¹ 2 S!X j ¹[d(')] ¸ pg for ' 2 L:
31Thus, a formula of the form 3p' holds for a ¯nite sub-probability distribution
¹ if a state satisfying ' is reached via ¹ with probability at least p. The action
of SP on arrows is completely de¯ned by the actions of SP and S! on arrows.
Moreover, Remark 48 can be used to show that SP is well-de¯ned.
Now recall from Proposition 30 that the S!-relator ¡P preserves monics and
is !-accessible. Hence, by Proposition 10, its ¯nal sequence stabilises at some
®. We will use Corollary 62 to show that ® is at most ! + !. We ¯rst note
that the endofunctors S! and SP are !-accessible. Next, we show that the
remaining hypothesis of Corollary 62 is satis¯ed.
Proposition 72 SP preserves expressiveness w.r.t. ¡P.
PROOF. Let d : L ! PX be an interpretation, and R µ X£X be a preorder
on X. First, assume that d is adequate for R. We immediately infer that d(')
is R
op-closed for any ' 2 L. To show that SP(d) : SP(L) ! PS!X is adequate
for ¡PR µ S!X £ S!X, let ¹;º 2 S!X be such that ¹(¡PR)º. The proof of
the fact that º 2 SP(d)(Á) implies ¹ 2 SP(d)(Á) for all Á 2 SP(L) (and hence
¹ ¸L º) is by induction on Á. The non-trivial case is when Á is of the form
3p' with ' 2 L. In this case, º 2 SP(d)(Á) translates to º[d(')] ¸ p. Also,
since d(') is R
op-closed, it follows that ¹[d(')] ¸ º[d(')]. Hence, ¹[d(')] ¸ p,
that is, ¹ 2 SP(d)(Á).
Now assume that d is expressive for R. To show that SP(d) is expressive for
¡PR, we must prove that ¹[Y ] ¸ º[Y ] for any R
op-closed Y µ X, whenever
¹;º 2 S!X are such that ¹ ¸SP(L) º. We can assume that Y 6= ; (otherwise
¹[Y ] = º[Y ] = 0 and we are done). We note that, for any R
op-closed ; 6= Y µ
X, Y =
S
y2Y
T
y2d(')
d('): the left-to-right inclusion is immediate, whereas the
right-to-left inclusion follows from the expressiveness of d for R together with
Y being R
op-closed. Thus, if both Y and the sets f' j ' 2 L; y 2 d(')g
with y 2 Y are ¯nite, the formulae 3p'Y, with p 2 Q \ [0;º[Y ]] and 'Y =
W
y2Y
V
y2d(')
' can be used to show that ¹[Y ] ¸ º[Y ]. For, º 2 SP(d)(3p'Y) yields
¹ 2 SP(d)(3p'Y) for any p 2 Q \ [0;º[Y ]]. That is, ¹[Y ] = ¹[d('Y)] ¸ p for
any p 2 Q \ [0;º[Y ]]. This, in turn, gives ¹[Y ] ¸ º[Y ].
However, the previously-mentioned sets are not, in general, ¯nite. Never-
theless, it is possible to de¯ne a formula ' 2 L with the property that
¹[Y ] = ¹[d(')] and º[Y ] = º[d(')]. Then, the above reasoning can be ap-
plied to the formulae 3p' with p 2 Q \ [0;º[Y ]]. In order to de¯ne ', let
Z = supp(¹) [ supp(º), and let ´ µ L £ L denote the equivalence relation
on L given by '1 ´ '2 if and only if d('1) \ Z = d('2) \ Z. Since Z is
¯nite, there are only ¯nitely-many equivalence classes w.r.t. ´. For y 2 Y ,
let ©y = f' 2 L j y 2 d(')g, and let ©0
y µ ©y consist of a set of rep-
32resentatives for ©y. Then, for z 2 Z, z 2 d(') for all ' 2 ©y if and only
z 2 d(') for all ' 2 ©0
y. Now let © = f
V
'2©0
y
' j y 2 Y g, and let ©0 µ © con-
sists of a set of representatives for ©. Then, for z 2 Z, z 2 d(Á) for some Á 2 ©
if and only if z 2 d(Á) for some Á 2 ©0. One can therefore infer that, for z 2 Z,
z 2 Y if and only if z 2 d(
W
Á2©0
Á). This, in turn, gives ¹[Y ] = ¹[d(
W
Á2©0
Á)]
and º[Y ] = º[d(
W
Á2©0
Á)]. Then, ¹ ¸SP(L) º together with º 2 SP(d)(3p
W
Á2©0
Á)
gives ¹ 2 SP(d)(3p
W
Á2©0
Á), or equivalently ¹[Y ] ¸ p, for all p 2 Q\[0;º[Y ]].
Hence, ¹[Y ] ¸ º[Y ]. We have therefore proved that SP(d) is expressive for
¡PR.
Corollary 62 can now be applied to infer that the ¯nal sequence of ¡P stabilises
at ! + ! (or earlier). We can also apply Corollary 60 to obtain:
Theorem 73 The logic induced by SP and ¡P characterises ¡P-simulation.
The syntax of the induced logic can alternatively be de¯ned by:
' ::= tt j 3p' j ' ^ Ã j ' _ Ã
while the coalgebraic semantics of the logic is given by:
c j=° 3p' i® °(c)[J'K°] ¸ p
with J'K° = fc 2 C j c j=° 'g (plus the usual clauses for tt, ^ and _). This
logic coincides with the unlabelled version of the logic considered in [9]. We
have therefore obtained an alternative, inductive proof of the expressiveness
w.r.t. similarity of that logic (in the unlabelled case).
6 Compositionality of Logics for Simulation
In this section, we show that expressive logics for simulation can be derived in
a compositional fashion. Speci¯cally, we show that language constructors and
associated semantics for combinations of coalgebraic types can be derived from
language constructors and corresponding semantics for the types being com-
bined, and moreover, that the expressiveness of T-semantics w.r.t. T-relators
is preserved by these constructions. As a result, we are able to derive, in
a modular fashion, expressive logics for the notions of simulation de¯ned in
Section 4.
We begin by de¯ning several ways to combine language constructors and their
associated semantics. (Variations of these de¯nitions have appeared in [7,5].)
33De¯nition 74 (Operations on language constructors) Given two language
constructors S1;S2 : Alg(§B) ! Alg(§B), de¯ne S1 © S2; S1 ­ S2; (S1)A :
Alg(§B) ! Alg(§B) by:
² L
Â S1©S2 // S1L © S2L
² L
Â S1­S2 // S1L ­ S2L
² L
Â (S1)A
// (S1L)A
where, for §B-algebras L1 and L2, the §B-algebras L1 © L2, L1 ­ L2 and
(L1)A are the free §B-algebras over the sets fh·ii'i j 'i 2 Li ; i 2 f1;2gg,
f[¼i]'i j 'i 2 Li ; i 2 f1;2gg and f[a]'1 j '1 2 L1 ; a 2 Ag, respectively 7 .
Another way to combine two language constructors is to simply compose them
(using functor composition).
Proposition 75 S1 ± S2, S1 © S2, S1 ­ S2, (S1)A are language constructors.
PROOF (Sketch). All four operations on language constructors preserve
accessibility.
Our aim is to derive logics for T1 ± T2 -, T1 + T2 -, T1 £ T2 - and (T1)A -
coalgebras, from language constructors S1 and S2 and associated T1- and T2-
semantics. This motivates the following de¯nition.
De¯nition 76 (Operations on semantics for language constructors)
Let T1;T2 : Set ! Set, let S1;S2 : Alg(§B) ! Alg(§B) be language construc-
tors, and let Si be a Ti-semantics for Si, with i = 1;2. De¯ne S1 © S2 ; S1 ­
S2 ; (S1)A : IntB ! IntB by:
² d : L ! PX
Â S1©S2 // S1d © S2d : (S1 © S2)L ! P(T1 + T2)X
² d : L ! PX
Â S1­S2 // S1d ­ S2d : (S1 ­ S2)L ! P(T1 £ T2)X
² d : L ! PX
Â (S1)A
// (S1d)A : (S1)A ! P((T1X)A)
where, for interpretations di : Li ! PXi with i = 1;2, the interpretations
d1 © d2 : L1 © L2 ! P(X1 + X2), d1 ­ d2 : L1 ­ L2 ! P(X1 £ X2) and
(d1)A : (L1)A ! P(X1
A) are de¯ned by:
² h·ii'i
Â d1©d2 // f¶i(xi) j xi 2 di('i)g for i = 1;2
² [¼i]'i
Â d1­d2 // f(x1;x2) j xi 2 di('i)g for i = 1;2
7 Taking free §B-algebras amounts to closing under the logical operators speci¯ed
by §B.
34² [a]'1
Â (d1)A
// f(xa)a2A j xa 2 d1('1)g for a 2 A.
(Note that the actions of d1 © d2, d1 ­ d2 and (d1)A on formulae containing
logical connectives is uniquely de¯ned by the requirement that interpretations
preserve the §B-structure.)
Again, we can also combine T-semantics by simply composing them.
Proposition 77 S1 ± S2, S1 © S2, S1 ­ S2 and (S1)A are T1 ± T2 -, T1 + T2 -
, T1 £ T2 - and (T1)A -semantics for S1 ± S2, S1 © S2, S1 ­ S2 and (S1)A,
respectively.
PROOF. Immediate from the de¯nitions.
We note that the modal operators h·ii, [¼i] and [a] (and their associated
semantics) are similar to the modal operators used in [16] in the context of
polynomial endofunctors.
The next result shows that the expressivity condition required to derive expres-
sive logics for simulation (De¯nition 54) is preserved by the previously-de¯ned
operations.
Proposition 78 If Si preserves expressiveness w.r.t. ¡i, for i = 1;2, then
S1 ± S2, S1 © S2, S1 ­ S2 and (S1)A preserve expressiveness w.r.t. ¡1 ± ¡2,
¡1 © ¡2, ¡1 ­ ¡2 and (¡1)A, respectively.
PROOF (Sketch). In the case of S1±S2, the statement follows immediately
from the de¯nition of preservation of expressiveness w.r.t. a relator. Of the
remaining cases, we only consider that of coproducts. (The other two can be
treated similarly.) Let d : L ! PX be expressive for R µ X £ X. Hence,
Sid : SiL ! PTiX is expressive for ¡iR µ TiX £ TiX. Now let i;j 2 f1;2g,
ti 2 TiX and sj 2 TjX be such that (¶i(ti);¶j(sj)) 62 (¡1R © ¡2R). If i 6= j,
this is witnessed by the formula h·jitt, which holds in ¶j(sj) but not in ¶i(ti).
If i = j, this is witnessed by the formula h·ji'j, where 'j holds in sj but not
in tj.
It is also possible to de¯ne language constructors and associated semantics for
constant and identity functors. In the case of the constant functor X 7! A, the
language constructor provides an atomic formula a for each a 2 A, whereas
the associated A-semantics takes any interpretation to the interpretation map-
ping a to fag for a 2 A. In the case of the identity functor, both the language
constructor and its associated semantics are identity functors (on Alg(§B)
35and IntB, respectively). In both cases, the associated semantics preserves ex-
pressiveness w.r.t. the corresponding minimal relator. (Note that this holds
independently of the choice of §B.) As a result, the compositional techniques
described in this section can be applied to any endofunctor T : Set ! Set
generated by the syntax:
T ::= A j Id j P! j S! j T1 ± T2 j T1 + T2 j T1 £ T2 j T
A
in order to derive both a notion of simulation for T-coalgebras, and a character-
ising logic for it. We therefore obtain notions of simulation and characterising
logics for a large class of non-deterministic and probabilistic system types.
These include image-¯nite labelled transition systems (T = (P!)A), reactive
(T = (S!)A), generative (T = S! ±(A£Id)) and strati¯ed (T = S! +(A£Id))
models of probabilistic systems [30], Hansson's alternating probabilistic sys-
tems (T = S! + (P!)A) [11], Segala's simple (T = (P! ± S!)A) and general
(T = P! ± S! ± (A £ Id)) probabilistic automata [27], and several other types
of non-deterministic and probabilistic models. (See [2] for a comprehensive
survey of such models from a coalgebraic perspective.) The remainder of this
section describes some of the logics obtained using our approach.
Example 79 Let §B = ftt;^g, and let ¡¶ : Rel ! Rel, S¶ : Alg(§B) !
Alg(§B) and S¶ : IntB ! IntB be as in Examples 15, 46 and 52, respectively.
It then follows from Example 55 and Proposition 78 that (S¶)A preserves ex-
pressiveness w.r.t. (¡¶)A. Also, since the initial sequence of (S¶)A stabilises
at !, the logic induced by (S¶)A and (¡¶)A has syntax L = L((S¶)A) given
by:
L 3 ' ::= tt j [a]Ã j '1 ^ '2 (Ã 2 L0 )
L0 3 Ã ::= tt j 3' j Ã1 ^ Ã2 (' 2 L)
and coalgebraic semantics de¯ned inductively by:
c j=° ' i® °(c) j= ' (c 2 C )
f j= [a]Ã i® f(a) j=0 Ã (f 2 (P!C)
A )
X j=0 3' i® 9c 2 X :c j=° ' (X 2 P!C )
with (C;°) a (P!)A-coalgebra. Note the use of an intermediary §B-algebra
L0 and of two intermediary relations j=µ (P!C)A £ L and j=0 µ P!C £ L0
in de¯ning the syntax and semantics of the logic. These intermediary steps
correspond to the steps used in deriving the underlying language constructor
and its associated (P!)A-semantics. We also note that the modal operator [a]
distributes (semantically) over tt and ^; as a result, the induced logic is equiv-
alent to a fragment of Hennessy-Milner logic, with [a]tt being semantically
equivalent to tt, [a](Ã1 ^ Ã2) being semantically equivalent to [a]Ã0
1 ^ [a]Ã0
2,
and [a]3' being semantically equivalent to hai'0, whenever Ã1;Ã2;' are se-
mantically equivalent to Ã0
1;Ã0
2;'0, respectively. This logic characterises (¡¶)A-
36simulation, i.e. the standard notion of simulation on labelled transition sys-
tems.
The notions of ready and complete simulation between labelled transition
systems (see Examples 35 and 36) also admit characterising logics. However,
since complete simulation can not be derived compositionally, nor can its
characterising logic.
Example 80 Let §B = ftt;^g, and let ¡R
¶ : Rel ! Rel be as in Example 35.
Also, let SR
¶ : Alg(§B) ! Alg(§B) denote the language constructor which takes
a §B-algebra L to the free §B-algebra over the set f¢g [ f3' j ' 2 Lg.
Finally, let SR
¶ : IntB ! IntB denote the P!-semantics for SR
¶ which takes an
interpretation d : L ! PX to the interpretation d0 : SR
¶L ! P(P!X) given
by:
d
0(¢) = f;g d
0(3') = fY 2 P!X j Y \ d(') 6= ;g
Then, SR
¶ preserves expressiveness w.r.t. ¡R
¶. To see this, let d : L ! PX be
expressive for R µ X £ X, and let Y;Z 2 P!X. The fact that Y (¡¶R)Z
i® Y ¸S¶(L) Z follows from Example 55, together with the observation that
(Z = ; ) Y = ;) is equivalent to (¢ 2 s0(Z) ) ¢ 2 s0(Y )) (where
s0 : P!X ! P(SR
¶L) is the logical map induced by d0 : SR
¶L ! P(P!X)).
Hence, by Proposition 78, (SR
¶)A preserves expressiveness w.r.t. (¡R
¶)A. This,
in turn, yields a logic which characterises ready simulation. The syntax of
this logic extends L((S¶)A) with formulae of the form [a]¢', which hold in a
state c of a (P!)A-coalgebra (C;°) precisely when °(c)(a) = ;. The logic thus
obtained di®ers from the logic typically used to characterise ready simulation
equivalence (see e.g. [29]), where formulae of the form B, with B µ A, are
used to formalise the ability of states in an A-labelled transition system to
perform exactly the actions in B.
Example 81 Let §B = ftt;^g, and let ¡C
¶ : Rel ! Rel be as in Example 36.
Also, let SC
¶ : Alg(§B) ! Alg(§B) denote the language constructor which takes
a §B-algebra L to the free §B-algebra over the set f¢g[fhai' j a 2 A; ' 2 Lg
(with A some ¯xed set of labels). Finally, let SC
¶ : IntB ! IntB denote the
(P!)A-semantics for SC
¶ which takes an interpretation d : L ! (PX)A to the
interpretation d0 : SC
¶L ! P((P!X)A) given by:
d
0(¢) = ff : A ! P!X j f(a) = ; for all a 2 Ag
d
0(hai') = ff : A ! P!X j f(a) \ d(') 6= ;g
It is easy to show that SC
¶ preserves expressiveness w.r.t. ¡C
¶. The logic induced
by SC
¶ and ¡C
¶ characterises complete simulation on labelled transition systems.
We now turn to coalgebraic types which involve probabilistic features. Specif-
ically, we consider labelled probabilistic transition systems (T = (S!)A) and
simple probabilistic automata (T = (P! ± S!)A).
37Example 82 Let §B = ftt;^;_g, and let SP : IntB ! IntB be as in Def-
inition 71. It then follows by Propositions 72 and 78 that (SP)A preserves
expressiveness w.r.t. (¡P)A. The logic induced by (SP)A and (¡P)A has syntax
L = L((SP)A) given by:
L 3 ' ::= tt j [a]Ã j '1 ^ '2 j '1 _ '2 (Ã 2 L0 )
L0 3 Ã ::= tt j 3p' j Ã1 ^ Ã2 j Ã1 _ Ã2 (' 2 L)
and coalgebraic semantics de¯ned inductively by:
c j=° ' i® °(c) j= ' (c 2 C )
f j= [a]Ã i® f(a) j=0 Ã (f 2 (S!C)
A )
¹ j=0 3p' i® ¹[J'K°] ¸ p (¹ 2 S!C )
with (C;°) an (S!)A-coalgebra. It then follows by Corollary 60 that this logic
characterises probabilistic simulation. Moreover, this logic is equivalent to the
logic used in [9], with [a]3p' being semantically equivalent to haip'0, whenever
' is semantically equivalent to '0.
Example 83 A logic which characterises the notion of simulation obtained
in Example 38 for simple probabilistic automata can be derived by combining
S¶ with SP, and S¶ with SP. The logic induced by (S¶ ±SP)A and (¡¶ ±¡P)A
has syntax L = L((S¶ ± SP)A) given by:
L 3 ' ::= tt j [a]Ã j '1 ^ '2 j '1 _ '2 (Ã 2 L0 )
L0 3 Ã ::= tt j 3» j Ã1 ^ Ã2 j Ã1 _ Ã2 (» 2 L1 )
L1 3 » ::= tt j 3p' j »1 ^ »2 j »1 _ »2 (' 2 L)
and coalgebraic semantics de¯ned similarly to previous examples. This logic
captures the notion of simulation induced by (¡¶ ± ¡P)A (see Example 38).
We conclude this section by comparing the notion of simulation derived in
Example 38 with two existing notions of simulation for simple probabilistic
automata, namely strong simulation and strong probabilistic simulation, as
de¯ned in [27] (see also [18]).
Strong simulation [27] is a generalisation of the notion of simulation for proba-
bilistic transition systems, and can be characterised using a multi-sorted logic
similar to the one obtained here (with non-deterministic formulae being used
to formalise properties of states of a probabilistic automaton, and with proba-
bilistic formulae being used to formalise properties of probability distributions
over these states) [18]. Moreover, it follows easily that the logic obtained here
is equivalent to the one in [18] (with formulae of the form [a]3» in our logic
corresponding to non-deterministic formulae of the form hai»0 in [18]). This
equivalence between the two logics, together with the fact these logics char-
38acterise (¡¶ ± ¡P)A-simulation and strong simulation, respectively, results in
(¡¶ ± ¡P)A-simulation being the same as strong simulation.
The de¯nition of strong probabilistic simulation [27] uses combined transitions
to weaken the requirements in the de¯nition of strong simulation. A combined
transition s a //
C ¹ involves a convex combination ¹ of a set f¹i j s a // ¹i g
of probability distributions, that is, ¹ =
P
i ¸i¹i, with
P
i ¸i = 1. Then, the def-
inition of strong probabilistic simulation requires that any transition s a // ¹
in one probabilistic automaton is matched by a combined transition t
a //
C º
in the other automaton (subject to some additional constraints on ¹ and º).
Strong probabilistic simulation can also be de¯ned in our setting, as shown in
the following example.
Example 84 Let ¡PA : Rel ! Rel be the P! ± S!-relator de¯ned by:
S ¡PA(R)T i® 8º 2 S :9f¹i j i 2 Ig µ T :9f¸i j i 2 Ig µ [0;1]:
X
i
¸i = 1
and
X
i
¸i¹i[X] ¸ º[Y ] whenever (¼
R
1 )
¡1[X] ¶ (¼
R
2 )
¡1[Y ]
for R µ X £Y , S 2 P!S!X and T 2 P!S!Y . Then, (¡PA)A-simulation coin-
cides with strong probabilistic simulation. Again, this is proved by exhibiting a
logic which characterises (¡PA)A-simulation, and then showing that this logic
is equivalent to the logic used in [18] to characterise strong probabilistic sim-
ulation. The sought logic has the same syntax as the logic in Example 83, but
its semantics accounts for the use of combined transitions in de¯ning strong
probabilistic simulation. Speci¯cally, the clause:
M j=0 3» i® 9¹ 2 M:¹ j=1 »
is replaced by:
M j=0 3» i® 9f¹i j i 2 Ig µ M : 9f¸i j i 2 Ig µ [0;1]:
X
i
¸i = 1 and
X
i
¸i¹i[X] j=1 »
where M 2 S!C and (C;°) is a P! ± S!-coalgebra. The expressiveness of
this logic w.r.t. (¡PA)A-simulation is proved by ¯rst showing that the P! ±S!-
semantics for S¶±SP described above preserves expressiveness w.r.t. ¡PA, and
subsequently using the modular techniques described at the beginning of this
section to move to the labelled case.
397 Summary
We have presented a modular approach to de¯ning notions of simulation, and
logics which characterise them, by modelling systems as coalgebras of end-
ofunctors. Our approach was based on the coalgebraic approach to de¯ning
notions of simulation [28,1,17], and on an inductive technique for de¯ning
logics for coalgebras [5]. We have shown that the expressiveness w.r.t. simu-
lation of an inductively-de¯ned logic for coalgebras can be inferred from an
expressivity condition involving one step in the de¯nition of the logic, and
the relator inducing that notion of simulation. We have also proposed modu-
lar techniques for deriving notions of simulation and associated characterising
logics for increasingly complex coalgebraic types.
We have applied these results to derive Baltag's logic for coalgebraic simu-
lation, and to obtain an alternative proof of the expressiveness of this logic
w.r.t. simulation. We have also derived notions of simulation and associated
characterising logics for several kinds of non-deterministic and probabilis-
tic systems, including (probabilistic) transition systems and probabilistic au-
tomata. We have, as a result, obtained both coalgebraic and logical character-
isations of several existing notions of simulation, including standard, complete
and ready simulation on labelled transition systems, simulation on probabilis-
tic transition systems, and strong (probabilistic) simulation on probabilistic
automata.
Our approach applies to a large class of state-based systems, the only re-
quirement on these systems being that they can be modelled as coalgebras.
In particular, the techniques described in Sections 4 and 6 can be applied to
derive notions of simulation and characterising logics for all coalgebraic types
identi¯ed in [2] as relevant to the modelling of probabilistic systems. Only
two of these types, namely probabilistic transition systems and simple prob-
abilistic automata, have been considered here. It would also be interesting to
investigate the notions of simulation and associated logics that are obtained
by applying our approach to the alternating probabilistic systems of [11], or
the general probabilistic automata of [27].
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